
Future of Revenue Bond-Issuing Agencies
Revenue bond-issuing agencies have developed largely in 
response to the need to finance capital outlays, many of 
which could not be postponed. Some projects, particular
ly the self-liquidating ones, would probably have been 
financed through the issuance of revenue bonds even in 
the absence of constitutional debt limits. General obliga
tion bonds, however, might have been more appropriate 
in other cases, since interest rates on these bonds tend to 
be lower than on revenue bonds.

Because of existing debt limits, however, many states 
do not have the option to choose between types of financ
ing. A more flexible debt limit designed to accommodate 
demonstrated capital needs would, therefore, broaden the 
choice of alternatives open to the states.

But how can the debt of revenue bond-issuing agencies

be kept within manageable limits, particularly since people 
are often unaware that it exists? First of all, these agencies, 
when they are created by the state, are generally limited 
as to the amount of debt they may incur. Even within this 
limit, however, borrowing may be checked by the market. 
The present and prospective financial conditions of these 
agencies are carefully reviewed by investors. If they are 
found wanting, bonds will go unsold.

Revenue bond-issuing agencies in the postwar period 
have accomplished much, and their performance to date 
generally would have to be regarded as highly satisfactory. 
Experience with these agencies, however, in general has 
been limited to the last decade, a period in which the 
economic climate was favorable to many types of ventures. 
Trouble is not necessarily in the offing, however, and may 
be averted or minimized by an alert legislature responsive 
to an informed public. Alfred r  Jqhnson

A Barometer of Sixth District Spending
New Indexes of Bank Debits

This issue of the Monthly Review presents an additional 
tool for use in analyzing business conditions in individual 
Sixth District states. Indexes of bank debits have been 
constructed that make it possible to compare month-to- 
month changes in total spending by check in each state 
with the influence of seasonal factors removed. Bank 
debits represent charges against checking accounts of in
dividuals, businesses, and state and local governments at 
commercial banks. Since more than 90 percent of all 
payments for goods and services are made by check, this 
measure of spending, in turn, helps measure the general 
level of business activity.

Coverage Varies among States
The Federal Reserve System has been collecting debit 
figures from major cities since 1919. Some 205 banks in 
54 District cities and towns are currently reporting debits. 
The coverage varies from state to state, of course, but the 
reporting banks represent fairly well checking account 
activity throughout the area. Deposits at banks that re
ported debits on December 31, 1957, accounted for 62 
percent of total District bank deposits; by state, propor
tions ranged from 47 percent in Mississippi to 65 percent 
in Tennessee.

Indexes Based on Total Estimated Debits
The new index is based on total estimated debits in each 
state. For banks that do not report, debits were estimated 
by multiplying the volume of their deposits by the rate 
of turnover at the smaller reporting banks. The rate of 
turnover was calculated by dividing total debits by the 
average volume of outstanding demand deposits. Estimated 
debits for nonreporting banks were added to those of 
reporting banks. The indexes are merely total estimated 
debits of all banks expressed as a percentage of average 
monthly debits during the three-year period, 1947-49.

To remove the effects of normal seasonal variations on 
month-to-month changes, the indexes were divided by 
seasonal adjustment factors, or ratios of each months 
debits to average monthly debits. In Florida, for example, 
the December seasonal adjustment factor is 114. This 
means that check spending in that month is 14 percent 
higher than it is during the average month.

Thus, the seasonal adjustment factors point out the im
portant business months of the year. In the District as a 
whole, debits are greater following the principal holidays, 
farm marketing seasons, and the major tax payment period- 
This pattern is generally followed in all of the states. Varia
tions, such as the high level of debits in Florida through
out the winter tourist season, are due to special economic 
conditions that exist in each state.

Seasonal Adjustment Factors for Bank Debits 
Sixth District States

District Ala. Fla. Ga. La. Miss. Tenn.

January . . 105 102 114 102 114 105 104
February . . 93 93 101 92 100 95 91
March . . . . 101 99 110 101 100 98 100
April . . . . 99 98 108 98 98 98 97
May . . . . 103 105 103 102 102 106 99

99June . . . . 99 100 95 98 93 97
July . . . 100 100 98 98 99 101 100

103
98

104
99 

106

August . . . . 101 100 93 103 98 99
September . . . 95 96 87 97 90 97
October . . 102 103 92 104 102 104
November . . 97 100 93 99 99 97
December . . 105 104 106 106 105 103

Long-Term Growth in Each State
From the indexes, long-term growth trends can be de
termined in the District and in each state. Total estimate 
debits in the entire District in 1957 amounted to $1
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Bank Debit Indexes 
Sixth District States, 1947-58
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billion, or 233 percent of the 1947-49 average of $72 
billion. Over 30 percent of the total was concentrated in 
Florida, where debits amounted to $51 billion. The 
total volume of debits for the same year in other states 
ranged from $7 billion in the Sixth District part of Missis- 
S1PP1 to $38 billion in Georgia. Expressed as a percentage 
of the 1 9 4 7 -4 9  average, debits ranged from 177 in 
Mississippi to 329 in Florida.

That there are wide variations among the states in the 
rate at which check payments have been increasing is 
because different types of businesses are important in the 
various states. Since debits reflect payments made for all 
types of transactions, the areas with large industries that 
Produce goods requiring several steps in processing tend to

have a greater volume of bank debits than areas dependent 
upon simple industries or farming. Debits are greater in 
cities where banks hold large deposits for financial institu
tions, such as security brokers and insurance companies. 
Real estate transactions contribute to a high volume of 
check payments in areas undergoing rapid development.

The growth in District bank debits during recent years 
has exceeded gains made by some other indicators of 
economic activity. Personal income, retail sales, and 
wholesale sales, which increased at about the same rate

Bank Debits and Other Economic Indicators 
1954 Expressed as a Percent of 1948 

Sixth District States
District Ala. Fla. Ga. La. Miss. Tenn.

Bank Debits* . . 163 140 203 160 157 135 154
Personal Income . 143 128 175 143 144 117 135
Retail Sales* . . 146 130 173 141 143 135 137
Wholesale Sales* . 147 130 174 147 145 129 134
Value Added by 

Manufacture** 168 150 228 157 170 156 175
Wages o f Prod. 

Workers** . . 162 142 212 161 163 164 165
Service Expendi

tures . . . 176 143 199 172 192 142 161
•Sixth District portion of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee 

•*1954 expressed as percentage of 1947

Bank Debits 
Sixth District States, 1957

District Ala. Fla. Ga. La.* Miss.* Tenn.*
Indexes . 233 206 329 212 2 l2  177 200 

(1947-49=100)
Debits . 167,821 23,266 51,018 38,916 27,074 6,903 20,644 
(millions o f dollars)
•District portion only

in each state between 1948 and 1954, grew at a rate 10 
to 15 percent less than bank debits. Manufacturing growth 
and gains made by service industries generally exceeded 
the rate of growth in debits. A greater use of checks as a 
means of making payments has contributed to the rapid 
increase of bank debits in recent years. In 1948, each 
dollar in demand deposit accounts at District banks 
changed hands about 15 times. By 1957, the average 
annual rate of turnover had increased to 21.

Copies of the unadjusted indexes, the seasonally ad
justed indexes, and total estimated monthly debits for the 
Sixth District and each state may be obtained by writing 
the Publications Section, Research Department, Federal 
Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Atlanta 3, Georgia.

R o b e r t  M. Y o u n g

Revised Indexes of Furniture Sales
Sixth District furniture store sales indexes have been re
vised to reflect the findings of the 1954 Census of Business. 
A comparison of the change in sales between 1948, another 
Census year, and 1954 with the estimates developed by 
this Bank revealed that our figures understated the growth 
between these years. The indexes were adjusted to reflect 
the actual growth, and the revisions have been carried 
forward to show estimated growth since 1954.

Copies of the revised indexes for the District and for 
each state may be obtained by writing the Publications 
Section, Research Department, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Atlanta, Atlanta 3, Georgia.
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